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Insulated Side Hinged
Garage and Personnel Doors
From Henderson

Side Hinged Garage Doors
Insulated side hinged garage doors are an ideal
solution for people who want to retain a more
traditional appearance to their garage door.

Specifications
Threshold
Available in four designs depending upon the use of the garage, type S4 being the preferred one for
vehicle access.

The doors are mounted onto a sturdy steel
mounting sub frame which is galvanized and
colour matched to the door leaf.
The actual door leaf is constructed from energy
efficient insulated panels consisting of double
steel skin with PU foam filling which has a Uvalue of 1.5Wm²/K.
As the doors are made from insulated panels,
they provide a thermal and acoustic barrier,
helping to control your energy bills, reduce noise
and possibly your carbon footprint.
Design

Convenience

Any of the insulated panels can be manufactured
into side hinged doors, they can also be tailored
to suite your particular design requirements for
instance mounting panels diagonally or even
mixing wood laminate panels with paint panels.

When specifying your door we can alter the size
of the door leaf to suite the use of the garage. A
50:50 split is commonly used where a vehicle is
stored in the garage, where as 65:35 split is used
when the garage is a workshop, or store room.

Fittings

Surface Finish
Depending upon panel design there are many standard stunning colours to choose from including
popular Rosewood and Golden Oak to complement UPVC windows and doors. Frames are always
colour matched and in the case of wood look alike they are as close a possible to the base colour.
For a small charge it is possible to paint the doors to any RAL colour and also have different frame
colours to the actual door leaf.

The mounting frame is available in two configurations and provides mounting points for door closer's
and locking mechanisms.
Door frame can be ordered with or without edging.

Without edging

Easy fitting to side walls.

Side doors are equipped
with sliding door closer's.

With edging

Georgian design
with ⅔:⅓ split
and white handle

Surface Texture
Again depending upon panel design there are choices for the type of texture on the front of the door
leaf. Woodgrain is popular where there is a chance of sustaining scratches due to high traffic or being
used as a goal by children etc as it is very easy to touch up.
Smooth surface finish looks very contemporary especially when in a modern colour such as
anthracite and combined stainless steel handles.

Pedestrian
garage side
door with port
hole window

Standard handles in: silver,
black, white. Other colours
upon request.

